YesLaw DVD provides a complete and
convenient solution for videotaped depositions
synchronized with the transcript.

Courtroom-Quality Video
Video is the most effective and persuasive type of
evidence. Don't let blotchy, grainy video detract from
your presentation. With YesLaw DVD, video is captured
in high-quality MPEG-2 format. This retains video
quality when blown up to a large screen size, allowing you to present the deposition evidence without
distracting artifacts.

No Software to Buy or Install
Each YesLaw DVD disc includes the necessary software
to view synchronized transcripts, edit video clips,
present the clips in the courtroom and export the
video clips directly to case preparation or
presentation software.

Getting Started with YesLaw
To launch the YesLaw software on your PC, insert the
disc into your computer’s DVD drive and open My
Computer from the Start Menu. Right-click your DVD
drive and select Open. Double-click the YesLawDVD.
exe. The YesLawDVD applications will launch with the
transcript on the left and video on the right.

Courtroom-Quality
Presentation

System Requirements
YesLaw software will run on a Windows PC with
a DVD drive.
Recommended:
Windows 2000 / Windows XP; Pentium 1 GHz;
512 MB RAM; Screen Resolution 1024x768.
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Flexible Viewing
For maximum compatibility and convenience, a
YesLaw DVD can be played in a standard DVD player.
The DVD is chaptered by transcript page number so
you can find your video fast. The transcript text is
optionally shown as subtitles. Insert this same disc
into a PC to take advantage of easy-to-use case
management tools.
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Annotations
Add annotations to identify issues,
assign tasks to team members, flag
items for follow up, share notes with
others or simply mark a line to find it
quickly later.

“YesLaw allows anyone to view synchronized video and create video clips with no additional
software of prior experience. If you can use a highlighter, you know how to edit video clips!”
- Derek Cole, Dickstein Shapiro Morin & Oshinsky LLP

Highlights
Highlight to mark transcript passages
that require further attention. Color
code to identify issues, priorities,
team-member assignments, or the
highlighter’s identity.
Annotation

Exhibit Linking
Hyperlink exhibits to transcript text to
recall with a click. The exhibit files can
be conveniently located on the disc or
on a shared network resource.

Deposition transcript
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Collaboration
Email your annotations, highlights,
linked exhibits, and video clips
to others or save your work to a
shared server.

Instant Clip Creation
Focus on the evidence, not the
technology. Create video clips by
simply highlighting transcript text.

Exporting Video Clips
Easily export and share clips in many
formats, including:
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MPEG-2 for courtroom presentation
MPEG-1 for legacy applications
WMV for email
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Edit
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Courtroom Playback
The YesLaw DVD software includes a
full-screen, DVD-quality, courtroom
playback interface to present your
video clips. The transcript is optionally
shown below the video.
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